
Hot Dog Steaming Machine Instructions

1) Open up lower door and slide the two trays out
2) Fill water to top of tray (roughly 3-6 qt. no more) (The use of hot water will 

reduce pre-heat time).
3) Place Hot Dogs in LONGWAYS & Heat for 1-1.5 hours  (Ok to put hot dogs in 

during pre-heat, takes about 30 minutes to cook after machine is hot) 
4) Plug the machine in and turn control knob to HIGH to Pre-Heat Machine 
5) Once steam is generated, set the control knob to in the center of the range 

between HIGH and LOW for normal operation. 
6) Place Hot Dogs in LONGWAYS & Heat for 1-1.5 hours  (Ok to put hot dogs in 

during pre-heat, takes about 30 minutes to cook after machine is hot)
7) Rotate done Hot Dogs to front row and place cold ones in back to speed 

process

8) *****WARNING: DO NOT ALLOW THE MACHINE TO BOIL DRY.  
CHECK REGULARLY TO BE SURE THERE IS ENOUGH WATER 
IN BOTTOM OF TRAY.***** Damage will occur and you will be 
charged for replacing the unit****

9) Place buns into the wire rack in 2 to 5 minutes before dogs are done and no 
earlier because if the buns are left in machine for a long period of time they 
will become soggy.

10) When you are done using the machine, make sure you empty out the 
machine of any unused buns and hot dogs and drain the water out before 
returning the machine back. There is a drain plug that you will unscrew to 
drain leftover water.

11) You do not have to clean the machine before you return it back to us. We 
clean and test the machine after every use.

12) * Approximately 30 standard hot dogs can be cooked at a time
1) Allow 1 - 1.5 hours prep time for hot dogs to be ready to serve
2) *Tongs will be included with the machine rental
3) ** Do not steam anything other than hot dogs in this machine. If fish or other 

food is steamed in the unit, extra cleaning charges will be applied**
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